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Possibility that social normalization leads to more experimentation with self-

injury as a coping mechanism. 

Little evidence to support that more individuals rely on self-harm when others 

around them self-harm—chicken or the egg.
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- When we are talking about the why of self-injury, we are thinking about it 

less from an underlying problem (e.g., history of trauma or depression or 

anxiety)—but rather the processes produce and maintain the behavior

- Reasons for engaging in self-injury are diverse

- Most common reason is emotion regulation –
- Many individuals who self-injure, report overwhelming sadness, 

anxiety, or emotional numbness as common emotional triggers. 

- Self-injury, they report, provides a way to manage intolerable 

feelings, escape the bad feelings OR experience some sense of 

feeling because they feel “numb”.-- Self injury is best understood as a 

coping mechanism. 

- Other – trying to communicate a need 
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• “Why do you think self-injury works for you?” • “How does self-injury make 

you feel?” • “How do you feel before you self-injure? • “How do you feel after?” 
• “What are some reasons you might want to stop self-injuring?” • “What are 
some reasons it would be hard to stop self-injuring?” • “Is there anything 
stressing you out right now that I can help you with?” • “Let’s try to understand 
this slip. You’ve been successful in not self-injuring before – what do you think 

was different this time?” • “What has been successful in the past that has 
helped you fight the urge to injure?” • “How do you view yourself when you 
succeed at not injuring?” • “Is there anything missing in our relationship, that if 
it were present, would make a difference?”
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“I want to do everything I can to help you feel supported and respected. I also 
want to better understand what you feel, think, and experience. Do you mind if 

I ask a few questions to help me better understand?” Even if one of more of 
your questions crosses the comfort zone for your child, they are likely to better 

trust your intention if you have been clear. Also, you being clear and honest 

models emotional honesty and clarity for them as well. Similarly, it is really 

important to honor your child’s responses and disclosures. If they do not want 
to share something or anything, you will need to accept this with as much 

grace and humility as possible – even if it frustrates you or hurts your feelings.
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